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Accomplished and energetic professional seeking employment with a results-
oriented company that seeks an ambitious and career-conscious person, where 
acquired skills will be utilized toward growth and advancement.

NOVEMBER 2007 – SEPTEMBER 2015
LATHE MACHINE OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Job shop, machine, and mechanical maintenance, welding, hydraulic rebuilding, 
mechanical, gas/diesel engines maintenance (work trucks, forklifts.

 Act as a cell leader when the main cell leader is busy with a different job Make 
hand edits to the program.

 Operated Lathe machine using a switchboard to configure order dimensions for 
Dies and different color inks to create logos/wordage for a different box.

 Clean, maintain and run unit equipment to optimize operating parameters.
 Inspect and test equipment to ensure working conditions.
 Follow and implement company and governmental safety procedures.
 Converse operator and contractor personnel about routine operating procedures

and services related to equipment operation.

2002 – 2007
LATHE MACHINE OPERATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Job shop, machine, and mechanical maintenance, welding, hydraulic rebuilding, 
mechanical, gas/diesel engines maintenance (work trucks, forklifts.

 Act as a cell leader when the main cell leader is busy with a different job Make 
hand edits to the program.

 Operated Lathe machine using a switchboard to configure order dimensions for 
Dies and different color inks to create logos/wordage for a different box.

 Clean, maintain and run unit equipment to optimize operating parameters.
 Inspect and test equipment to ensure working conditions.
 Follow and implement company and governmental safety procedures.
 Converse operator and contractor personnel about routine operating procedures

and services related to equipment operation.

EDUCATION

GED - (Alliance Career Centre - Houston, TX)
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SKILLS

Energetic And Organized, Excellent Communication, Quick Learner, Outstanding 
Interpersonal.
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